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Local store manager wins lawsuit against city
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QUICK STOP Junior Nick Sabha hands junior Jerry Ashford his change after Ashford made a
purchase al Mezmorize on Monday ahernoon.

By Hannah Sparling
Senior Reporter

Alexander Folk, Husain's lawyer. "1
know that there has been some discussion of that, [but] we have some
Mezmorize, a local novelty store, time to make that decision."
won a lawsuit brought against it
On Jan. 26, a Bowling Green
by the city. But despite the victory, Municipal Court jury found Husain
manager Mike Husain is consider- not guilty of possessing and selling
ing suing the city, claiming officials drug paraphernalia. The court also
violated his civil rights.
ordered the Bowling Green Police
"At this point, 1 don't know what Division to return all items confisMr. Husain's plans are," said cated during a search in April 2010.

Husain said he is glad he won the
court battle, but he doesn't think
his fight with the city is finished.
"They're going to keep coming
after us," he said. "We know that.
They're going to keep harassing us."
"The police, what they want to do
is to twist the law to make it seem
See MEZMORIZE | Page 2

Residents, regulars
return to Grumpy Dave's
Pub Monday night
_ for the weekly
Euchre tournament

TYLER STABILE I THE BG NEWS

SHOWING: Mecca secretary Jamie Sarver organizes an apartment showing for an applicant

Mecca Management
awards student free rent

TYLER SUSUi I THE BG NEWS

SCORING: Senior Scott Sanville makes his move as fellow seniors Ella Ouda and Ryan McDonald anticipate their next moves in Euchre play.

By Al.x Aipach.r

Officials stress caution for students
during severe winter weather

Kari Linn received a surprising
phone call last month.
In November, Linn signed a
lease for an apartment from Mecca
Management, a company that rents
properties across Northwest Ohio.
She knew she was entered into a contest for free rent, but she never imagined what it would be like to win.
The January phone call from a
Mecca agent told her exactly that.
"It was exciting," said Linn, a
University sophomore majoring in
visual communication technology. "I
didn't expect it at all. I was speechless, I guess you could say."
Linn's portion of the rent for the
apartment, which she will share with

National Weather Service issues a winter storm warning for Northwest Ohio
from 10 p.m. Monday until 7 p.m. "Those are the two big ones."
Wednesday with total accumulaBillers said students should make
sure to clear off a vehicle's windows
tion of 12-16 inches expected.
With up to 16 inches of snow preLt. Brad Billers of the Bowling and lights before driving. In addidicted by Wednesday, students Green Police Division said an tion, he said to ensure ample stopare asked to be safe when ventur- increase in traffic crashes is likely ping distance and to drive slowly.
ing outdoors.
with the heavy snow.
Drivers should not go out if a
As of Monday night, the
"The typical thing we handle in Level 3 Snow Emergency is issued,
National Weather Service had traffic crashes that are weatherSee WEATHER | Page 2
issued a winter storm warn- related is people traveling too fast
ing for Northwest Ohio lasting and following too close," he said.
By Jason Henry
City Editor

FORUM

BG becomes RecydeManiacs

Have a positive perspective

Captains prepare tor winning season

The University is competing against

Columnist Stephan Reed explores what

The BG baseball team's three captains, Frank Berry,

schools across the nation in an effort

it means to be a "Yes man" based on the

Clay Duncan and Jon Berti, are ready to help lead

to better the environment through the

movie starring Jim Carrey, and how saying

the Falcons to a fourth consecutive MAC East

RecycleMania program | Pag* 3

"yes" can improve your life | Page 4

Division title | Pag* 6

University
sophomore,
contest winner

three other University students, will
becoveredbyMeccaforthe2011-2012
school year. She and her roommates
will move to Hillsdale Apartments on
Fairview Avenue in June, and Linn
will only be responsible for approximately three months of her one-year
lease, thanks to the promotion.
A three-bedroom Hillsdale apartment costs $824 a month, according
to Mecca's website.
See MECCA | Page 2
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Kari
Linn

Reporter

What would you do to get free rent for a year?
STEVEN JETT
Freshman. Chemistry

IT*-*.'
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"Anything that's not illegal."

P |Pag*4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM FOR UPDATES ON THE DEVELOPING SEVERE WINTER WEATHER
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SENIOR PORTRAITS
TODAY I WEDNESDAY iTHURSDAY
THE BLACK SWAMP PUB
OWEN-THOMPSON STUDENT UNION I 9AM-4:30PM
Dont be left out! Make an appoinment online at
www.myseniorportrait.com
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hard" — a drug-industry
term for stoned or high,
according to police reports
From Page 1
and court records.
After speaking with I lusain
like what we're selling is paraphernalia. I think the city about several other pipes
of Bowling Green, Ihe police and the "U Pass" syntheticdepartment, they just don't urine that was advertised
want our store here. They in the store's front window,
the informant bought a pipe
just don't want it here."
On April 9.2010, the BGPD and the "U Pass" urine and
sent a confidential informant left the store.
On April 14, the police
into Mezmorize as part of an
searched
investigation. The informant, department
acting as a customer, spoke Mezmorize, finding "a large
with llusain about a pipe for number of items that are
sale in his store and whether used as drug paraphernalia
it would get a person "faded and to hide the use of drugs,"

according to the reports. The
department
confiscated
items, such as pipes, rolling paper and detoxification
supplies as evidence.
"Each one was legal in and
of itself to sell, but taken
together, they constitute
paraphernalia because they
all serve to further ... drug
use," said City Prosecutor
Matthew Reger.
"We pursued the case that
we thought we had, and
that's where we are," Reger
said. "The jury came to a
decision |and| we respect
the decision of die jury."

For a Level 3 Emergency,
nobody should be on the
roads except in emergency
circumstances.
Classes will be canceled
only if a Level 3 Emergency is
issued.accordingtoUniversity
weather policy.
Andy Alt, the assistant Dean
of Students, said students
should sign up for AlertBG,
the University's emergency
messaging service, in order to
be up-to-date on closings.
"1 think the thing to remember is that even if the weather
is bad. it doesn't mean that
classes are automatically canceled," he said. "They need
to be paying attention to
the ways that the University
is communicating with students to confirm."
These include AlertBG and
the University's website.
A Level 3 Emergency is
issued by the Wood County
Sheriff's office after consultation with local administra-

tors and Ohio Department
of Transportation, said
Sue Gavron. the public
information officer for the
Wood County Emergency
Management Agency.
Gavron said those who
go out during a Level 1 or 2
should dress in layers, as wind
is likely to reach 20 mph with
a sub-zero wind chill.
"If students arc going to
be out and about walking to
class, they need to dress for
cold, windy weather." she
said. "They need to dress
in layers, they need to have
their heads covered and their
hands covered."
Gavron said students
should be prepared but
not panic.
"If electricity goes out, if heat
goes out, therc will be some
shelters opening," she said.
Shelters will be created if
needed and the public will
be notified of the locations,
according to police.

MEZMORIZE

WEATHER
From Page 1
he said.
"Under our current program, we are not required to
provide warnings. It is possible that people will be immediately ticketed; it is possible
that they will be immediately
towed," he said. The focus
of that is to provide diat Ihe
snow clearance equipment
can operate on the streets
when clearing it."
He said people out
during a Level 3 Snow
Emergency are most likely
to receive a citation.
"If they don't have to go out.
they shouldn't." he said.
Biilers said a Level 1 Alert
means people are encouraged
to stay off the roads unless
necessary. A I,evel 2 Advisory,
he said, restricts driving to
those who have to be somewhere, such as school or work.

DID YOU KNOW?

Large kangaroos cover more than 30
feet with each jump.

WWWBGNEWS.COM

I lusain said he believes he the store, but he can't control
and his business were per- what his customers do once
sonally targeted and harassed they leave the store.
"I think what |the police]
during the invesUgaUon. His
store remained open during want is for us to be able to
control that, and that's not
the legal proceedings.
"We shouldn't have to go possible." he said. "If we have
through that; no business any knowledge that (customshould have to do that," he ers are| going to do somesaid. "1 think that enough thing illegal with these pipes,
is enough. We're not doing we won't sell it to them."
l.t. Bradley Biller of the
anything illegal. All our
products are totally legal. BGPD said the investigation
was handled in the same way
Leave us alone."
I lusain said he checks IDs any other would have been.
for every customer and any- The BGPD received comone who talks about wanting plaints about Mezmorize, so
to get high gets kicked out of it looked into them. It then

Cairo airport a scene of
chaos as foreigners flee
Mcn.Uos Hadjicostis and
Victoria Hazou

"It's an absolute zoo; what a mess.

The Associated Press

I decided to leave because of the
protests. The government here is just

CAIRO — Cairo's international airport was a scene
of chaos and confusion
Monday as thousands of
foreigners sought to flee
Ihe unrest in Egypt and
countries around the world
scrambled to send in planes
to Oy their citizens out.
Nerves frayed iind shouting
and shoving matches erupted
as thousands crammed into
Cairo airport's new Terminal
3 seeking a flight home. The
airport's departures board
stopped announcing flight
times in an attempt to
reduce Ihe tension — but
the plan backfired, fueling
passengers' anger.
Making matters worse,
check-in counters were
poorly staffed because many
EgyptAir employees had been
unable to get to work due to a
3 pm-tD-8 a.m. curfew and

not stable enough to stay."
Justine Khanzadian | University of Cairo graduate student
traffic breakdowns BOOH the
Egyptian capital.
"It's an absolute zoo;
what a mess," said lustine
Khanzadian, 23, a graduate
student from the American
University of Cairo. "I decided
to leave because of the protests The government here is
just not stable enough to stay."
Iixid was scarce at the airport, with people buying up
chocolate in the duly free shop.
Airport staff shouted at travelers to get in line, but many
were in no mood to listen. The
scheduling board listed flight
numbers without destinations
or times of departure.
Occasionally, an official
emerged and shouted out

the destination of a departing
flight, triggering a rush of passengers with boarding passes.
The process worked smoothly
for nationals of countries that
had sent planes — such as
Denmark, (iermany, China,
Canada — but others had no
such support
By curfew time, some people who had apparently failed
to get on a flight out of Egypt
had boarded buses for the
ride back into Cairo.

we pick one person."
Linn said she was jobFrom Page 1
hunting until she got the
news from Mecca.
The free rent special will
"I'll probably still concontinue next year, said tinue looking for a job. but
Clare Paquettc, a leasing there's a little less pressure
agent for Mecca.
now," she said.
"Anyone who signs a
Steve Green, Mecca
IBowling Greenl lease owner, hoped to counter a
between October and "soft" real estate market by
December is entered into starting the contest three
the drawing for free rent years ago.
during the school year,"
"We had to get creative." he
Paquettesaid. "From that, said.

Mecca advertised the free
rent special by displaying a
large sign at the University's
housing fair and by promoting the special online,
Paquettesaid.
"There's no strings attached.
It's free rent," Green said. "It's
just awesome seeing the looks
on |the winners'] faces."
Mecca offers other discounts and promotions,
which can be found on
the company's Facebook
page, Green said.
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BLOTTER
THURS..JAN.27

q.J

Steven Davis,
oteven
uavis. of
or Maumee.
iviaumee. was
cited for open container in
Campus Lot A

^f\ I., JrW*. Z7

12:49 A.M.
Darcy Phillips and Allexa Potts,
both of Avon Lake, Ohio, were
cited for possession of marijuana in Lot 12.

INTERNSHIP
FAIR
Tuesday, February 8,2011
Perry Field HouAe • 10 am - 3 pm

possession, drug abuse and possession of drug paraphernalia in
Lot 12.

148 A.M.

FRL, JAN. 28

JOB&

forwarded the information
on to Reger who filed the
lawsuit on behalf of the city.
He said now, post lawsuit, the BGPD will continue to treat Mezmorize
like any other store in
Bowling Green.
"If we see something that
we believe to be an ongoing
practice of criminal activity,
we'll attend to that," he said.
"We've had people indicate to us that it was apparent in their eyes that illegal activity was afoot [at
Mezmorize], but they're not
sitting on the jury."

1:02 A.M.
Adam Greer. of Farmington
Hills, Mich., was cited for possession of drug paraphernalia
in Lot 12.
Patrick Felton. of Brunswick.
Ohio, was crted for underage

J * |^| 2Q

11:40 P.M.
Alyssa Snyder, of Lewis Center.
Ohio, was cited for underage
possession and open container
on Thurstin Avenue.

ihe u.s. state Department
said Monday it has evacuated
more than 1,200 Americans
from Egypt aboard government-chartered planes and
expects to Oy out roughly 1.400
more in the coming days.

3:45 A.M.
Matthew Vincent Dukovich, 19.
of Allison Park, Pa., was cited for
underage under the influence and
disorderly conduct/unable to care
for self and prohibited acts/using
ID of another within the 1000
block of 3rd St.
4:41 AM.
Matthew Phillips, of Findlay. was
cited fc disorderly conduct and
criminal mischief at Harshman.

SUN. JAN. 30
1:37 A.M.
Michelle Steuver. of Bellbrook.
Ohio, was cited for disorderfy
conduct and underage consumption at Founders.
Casey Pazdziorko. of Torrington.
Conn., was cited for disorderly
conduct and underage under the
influence at Founders.

MON., JAN. 31
1.43 A.M.
Samuel S Haynes. 56. of Weston.
Ohio, was arrested drug abuse/
cocaine within the 1000 block of
N. Main St

k

ONLINE: Go to bqvievyscom for the
complete blotter list.

(Be prepared to present your BGSU ID)

INTERVIEW DAY

Wednesday, February 9,2011
Perry Field HouAe • 8:30 am - 4:15 pm
» For an up-to-date li*t of organization* coming to EXPO,
log in to your WorkNet account via MyBGSU.
» Dre** profe**ionally and bring multiple copie* of your resume.
» Make connection* with recruiter*.
» Explore co-op*, intern*hip*. and career-track opportunitie*.
» Schedule interview*.

BGSU

Career Center

hire.bgAu.edu
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Students race to recycle in national contest
ByAibfopai
Reporter

Winning an upcoming
national competition could
earn University students the
title of "RecycleManiacs."
The University will participateintheRecycleMania
competition from Feb. 7 to
April 2.
During the competition,
colleges and universities
across the country will compete to see who can recycle
the most in eight weeks. The
recyclables will be measured
by weight.
The University will compete by comparing its weight
of recycling in the residence halls per student, said
Sustainability Coordinator
Nick 1 lennessy.
The competition began in
2001 when Ohio University
and Miami University set
up a competition to get their
students recycling more. In
2002 and 2003, the University
participated and won the
competition, as stated on
RecycleMania's website, www.
recyclemaniacs.( irg.
From then on, the competition grew to its current
state, where a total of 620
schools are participating
across the country.

"We're definitely known as a
green campus. We really push
it here." said junior Abbey
Tobe. "1 want us to live up to
that reputation."
lobe is a resident adviser at
Harshman majoring in environmental science. She said
she would make an ext ra effi >rt
to keep her residents informed
and motivated to recycle.
Students will be able to track
updated results of the competition on (he RecycleMania
website. This will give them
a better idea of where they
stand in the competition as
well as how much they are
reducing their own waste.
"If we see we are only a few
cans or bottles away from a
big school, it will motivate
students to keep participating and do better," she
said. "We can make a difference even though we are
a smaller school."
She said she hopes st udents
will practice recycling for the
duration of the competition
and then continue it as a habit
after that.
The results of the competition are measured and updated weekly, I lennessy said.
He said the custodians will
be in charge of counting the
number of full recycling bins

and he will be responsible
for getting and recording the
total weight of each bin.
Ilennessy
said
the
University would compete
on a national level and
among individual residence
halls on campus.
"We definitely want to
reward the top three finishers among the residence halls
with something they want,"
I lennessy said
He added that food could
be one of the incentives he
hopes to offer to students as
a prize, but that he does not
want to get carried away with
offering prizes.
PROVIDED BY NICK HENNESSY
"We want to promote reduce,
reuse, recycle," he said. "We're KEEN ON GREEN: University students Danielle Page and Julianne Judge pose by a recycling station at lasl feu s Green
promoting good habits, not Tailgating evenl Green Tailgaling is a University initiative to reduce waste and educate students before Footbal |
Winnings bunch of prizes and
a lot of stuff."
"We don't expect students
Lepone is the vice presi- team would distribute inforI lennessyalsosaidhehopes to buy more to recycle, we just dent for the Public Relations mation this week to inform
to bump up the University's want them in Improve iheir Student Society of America. and to remind students about
effort this year as the growing habits," Ilennessy said. "It's I Ie is working as part of an the competition, lheie will
number of schools makes it a fun event to (jet students to eight-member team to pro- also be a I ai ebi K ik and Twitter
increasingly harder to stay on recycle as much as they can."
mote RecycleMania at the page that students can follow
top in the competition.
Senior Joe Lepone said the 1 Jniversity. This is the first year to see updates.
lA'pone said he hopes the
He added that Ohio competition is a good way I 'HSSA has worked ti i promote
University is difficult to com- to support the University's the competition.
University can earn the numpete against as the competi- reputation for focusing on
"We are going to try our best ber one spot, at least in Ohio.
tion originated there and the environment.
to get student involvement,"
"We might be a smaller
the enthusiasm it has for
"We want to try to get sU|- he said. "College students school, but we have a lot of
RecycleMania compares to dents In be green and rep- have so many other things power," he said. "We want
to show we are truly trying
enthusiasm the University resent our University on a they have to get done."
has for Dance Marathon.
national level.' he said.
lie said the promotions to be green."

Continued aid needed in Haiti
for earthquake aftermath
"I have a connection with Haiti; my

By Alexandria Clark
Reporter

family and I used to live in Haiti for five

It's been a year since 1 laiti was
struck by a magnitude 7 earthquake and since then most
volunteers, outside nations'
aid and cameras have left the
poverty-stricken country.
But David Warner, campus
minister for Active Christians
Today, still helps I laiti by educating people in the community and on campus about
the importance of donating
supplies.
He is planning missionary

RECYCLING
REFRESHER

■ Newspaper
■ Office paper (all colors)
■ Phone books

What can be recycled

Bottles and cans
■ Plastic (eg., soda, water,
juice, beer, laundry detergent bottles)
■ Aluminum cans
■ Glass bottles and jars
■ Steel cans

Paper
■ Boxboard/chipboard
■ Catalogs
■ Hard and soft-bound
books
■ Junk mail
■ Magazines

Cardboard
■ Baled and unbaied card
board boxes
■ Boxboard/chipboard
Food Service Organics
■ Pre and post-consumer
food waste
■ Compostablc dinnerware.
napkins, etc.
Source vvw*vrecyc.'em.r

years. Our family was responsible for
10,000 meals to be dispersed..."
'-i.'ifi v'vampr | ACT campus inn ttef
trips to I laiti this summer.
"I have a connection with
I laiti; my family and 1 used
to live in I laiti for five years,"
Warner said. "Our family was
responsible for 10,000 meals
to be dispersed to malnourished children, and I was the

LOTIONS

overseer for the free medical
clinic and pharmacy."
Warner continues lo help
Haiti because of the personal
lie to the country and the joy

THE BIGGEST 8 NEWEST BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER SALE

See HAITI | Page 8
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40% OFF
EVERYDAY
\ Monthly Tanning From I

THE HEAT
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525 Ridge 1419-352-3588
10 bads.1 booth
No appointment needed

THE WASH HOUSE
NEW CUSTOMERS

1 WEEK FREE

248 N Main 1419-354-1559
16beds.2 0oolhs-Myslir.Ian
No appointment naaded

Session
i MysncTANi. Only $10!
I North Main Street Location Only • One Time Purchase $
— EXPIRES 2/28/1 1-

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

STOP
by our offlc» &
pick up th»

N«w Listings)

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012
• We have Efficiencies, I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
»In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WF HAVE UNITS HEAO* FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.)—
~319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

www.johnnpwloverealestate.com

Most Images Only $7, $8 and $9
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"Anyone who signs the [Bowling Green] lease between October and December is
entered into the drawing for free rent during the school year."
- Claire Paquette. leasing agent for Mecca, on Mecca's yearly free rent drawing [see story, pg. 1].
Tuesday, February 1.2011 4

IE STREET What would you do to get free rent for a year?

"I would go

"I would wrestle a

"Ride the front seat

"Stand outside in the

sledding on a

bear."

of the dragster at

deathly frigid B6 wind

cedar point"

for an hour."

cafeteria tray."

k

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

KIM SHEARER.
Freshman.
Undecided

KELSEYCOUSINO
Freshman.
Psychology

KATIE EVERHAROT,
Freshman.
Undecided

GABRIELLEHAWKINDS.
Sophomore.
Psychology

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews com.

'Yes Man' approach proves successful in real life
I remembered that I was a
This isn't a great way to live. "Yes Man." I accepted her offer
In fact, it resulted in serious and met five new friends that
depression.
ask "What's up?" every time
I wasn't enjoying my time they see me walking to class.
at the University and I did
Over the course of the
not develop a life outside of weekend, I found myself pickmy hometown. Hut then, I ing up a hitchhiker and havwatched this movie called ing a wonderful conversation
"Yes Man," in which the main and making time for people
character lives a sheltered life whom I never hung-out with
due to a failed relationship before. Not only did these
and his fear of taking chances. people appreciate my free
Me goes to a seminar about schedule, but also I apprecisaying yes to everything and ated the wonders that it did
for my self-esteem.
his life is changed forever.
I decided that I was going to
Eversincethen, Ihavetaken
have a "Yes Man" weekend. I the longer ways to classes, just
needed that change in my life. so I could see some friendly
waves and greet my friends
I needed to say yes.
It started off with me pack- on campus.
ing my bags to go home,
I think it is important to
when a girl from down the create a life on campus. They
hall asked if I wanted to go say that you cannot have
to "Chicken Bowl Friday." At good grades, a good social
first, I wanted to deny her life and a good night's sleep
request and continue on while you're at college, but I
my monotonous ways, but disagree. If you organize your
human contact possible.

^P

££MAN
W W THATREAIIY
GRATES M\

CHEESE
THEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
real here. In the Mens leslroom there
ils. Urinals ate for number
foi number two and or both one and
two combined I lowever, I dom appreciate how you urinate
thi
'i one else can use the toilet until
[he urinal was a great invention for men so
Ivanl |i'ol it instead of allowing your urine to
covet the eal
top being mcl a lazy, self-centered jackass
,M <] eithei ii •■ the urinal oi lift the lid.
\NGRYI VTHROOM USER
i

i i Ipi
I rvi i total ol ten minutes to get to
II 11 yoii and youi friends decide to stand in the middle
ol the sidewalk, stopping all traffic; making me late for class.
If you are that desperate to tell your besties a great stoty
aboul how your roommate hung up signs all aiound your
there is plenty of room on the edge of the sidewalk
Seriously, you slow everybody down and run the risk ol get■■ h I hope you do at that point-and I
will just laugh. So hen
.
oge. stop standinq there.
-ENRAGE)! I EW/ I STROLLER
i

Tveryday last seme', lei I |oyously walked down the stairs to
iiet lood II Founders, only to realize that it was once again
lacoTui !
, is the worst idea ever thought
ip by
hef.evei Othei pooi food choices include Red
, i que (left over salsa from Into luesday) and
nachos (also food left over horn laco luesday)
This semester I was excited because the dinning personnel
in Founders claimed that Taco Tuesday would occut every
other week However, rather than attempt to come up with
a new dish, the chefs in Foundeis just added another pasta
day! I will destroy you some day Taco Tuesday, someday.
-lACOS-YUCKi
Deal Stroh, Why aie you so ugly? When I see you from afar,
my first thought is to assume you are a factory, producing
sneakeis oi electronics in a sweatshop-like environment. But
alas, your Vegas wannabe neon-esque LED lights identify
ilie Stioh Center out Future convention center My
mother always told me not to judge a book by its cover, but
even il the Stroh center is a pretty little flowei on the inside,
the outside makes me die a little inside eveiy time I see it.
It sex inirigly rockets to the cement in an attempt to kill itself.
I assume it doesn't want to look at the Stroh anymore either.
-STROH NO MO'

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

.

COLUMNIST

Have you seen "Yes Man"
starring )im Carey? If not, I
won't ruin the movie for you,
but I will share with you a
wonderful way of life that
this film promotes: Stay positive and say yes every once
in a while.
1 want to take you back
to last year; a dark and boring epoch of my life. As first
semester was closing out and
final's week was approaching,
I took a look at my life and
realized that I was living like
a hermit. 1 stayed in my room
and didn't talk to anyone. My
daily route to classes was a
carefully constructed one
that was the absolute fastest
route and required the littlest

time right; like looking at your
classes as a work schedule,
then your nightlife will fall in
place and you will have time
for all three.
There's always a reason
to be scared and there is
always something that could
go wrong, but what kind of
life are you living when you
dwell on the negatives? I programmed my mind to think
that every human can be a
friend, whether it is a guy on
the side of the road or the
girl who sits on the opposite side of the room. Who
knows, maybe one day they
could become one of your
best friends.
And if your "Yes Man"
lifestyle fails, then you can
always say that you gave it the
old "college try!"

Respond to Stephan at
thetmvs@bginews.com

Recent US health care acts contain flaws
Acts negatively affect illegal immigrants, will eventually hurt average taxpayer with high costs
By Bo Wang
The Dally T.irqum
(Rutgars University)
College News Networt

When our lawmakers passed
the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act last
March, they made sure to
include stipulations that prevented illegal immigrants
from benefiting from this
new health law. Thus, while
32 million more Americans
will be covered by health
insurance by 2014, the sanspapicrs will neither be able to
buy insurance nor be eligible
for Medicare and Medicaid.
For the sake of this column, let's look beyond the
philosophical debate about
whether these individuals
are entitled to access basic
health services and instead,
focus on the economics and
logistics of this issue. When
we do that, we will see that
the sufferers of this denial
of coverage are not simply
the undocumented, but all
users of our nation's health
care system. In fact, denying health insurance to illegal immigrants contributes
significantly to rising healthcare expenditures and suboptimal health outcomes.
Many a politician has jokingly pointed out that anyone
can get free health care in this
country by simply showing
up at the emergency department. While this frccloading
route to non-urgent health

services may seem tempting to many poor Americans
— emergency rooms cannot
turn patients away because
of financial reasons — for
undocumented, uninsurable
immigrants, it is often their
only option.
Indeed,a recent studyin the
policy journal I lealth Affairs
showed that, while emergency departments managed
only 19 percent of initial and
acute care visits for privately
insured patients, it managed
more than HO percent of this
care for (he uninsured. And
while data focused solely on
health care access by undocumented immigrants is not
available, I would venture
to guess that the proportion
of care handled in the IK
is even higher among this
subpopulation of individuals because of their lower
economic status and widespread fear of being turned
over to authorities and possibly deported if they sought
help from other locations.
Both the monetary and
clinical pitfalls took on a
personal dimension for me
last year when I led a multidisciplinary health outreach initiative at Elijah's
Promise Soup Kitchen in
New Brunswick. There, I met
a Hispanic man in his mid405 — let's call him Carlos
— whose blood sugar level
we tested to be 474 mg/dL,
more than twice the normal

random blood sugar level.
When I informed Carlos
that his blood sugar level was
extremely high — possibly
indicative of diabetes — and
inquired whether he was seeing a primary care physician
about this condition, he quietly informed me that he was
anundocumentedimmigrant
and therefore, could not get
access to health insurance or
regular checkups.
If there was ever an emergency room visit waiting to
happen, this was it. Simply
put, if Carlos did not quickly
get properly diagnosed and
treated with anti-diabetic
medications, his blood sugar
level would likely rise above
a critical threshold in the
foreseeable future, resulting
in him getting rushed in a
comatose state into the nearest emergency room, where
a team of clinicians would
be waiting at the ready to
inject him with fluids, stick
him with insulin and do all
that is necessary to provide
him with a good healthy
dose of late-stage, reactive
American medicine.
How much would this hospital episode of acute diabetic
complication cost taxpayers?
About $20,000 on average.
And for all the politicization of rising drug costs and
"unreasonably high" reimbursements to physicians, it
should be noted the annual
tab for hospital care in this

country is as much as drug
and physician costs combined — almost $800 billion
in 2009 alone.
This monetary cost is to
say nothing of an equally
important consequence
— the enormous physical
toll and long-term complications that this health
emergency would have on
this man, assuming he
even survives. Wouldn't
it be more humane and
less financially burdensome if he was provided
health insurance coverage under Medicaid?
Luckily for Carlos, we were
able to enroll him with The
Promise Clinic, the nearby
free health clinic affiliated
with Robert Wood Johnson
Medical School. However,
countless others slip through
the cracks. And since the
capacity and resources of
these safety net providers is
severely constrained, individuals like Carlos frequently
have to wait weeks to months
before being able to see a
health care provider.
The ERs themselves have
increasingly become pushed
to their limits as well. And
while people may think of
heart attacks, motor vehicle
accidents and drug overdoses as some of the main
reasons that people go to
the emergency room, just
as common are reasons of
relatively less urgency.
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Mayor: NY probe
in Ariz, exposed
illegal gun sales

Manager: Mosque
bomb plot suspect
vowed blast

Police: 6 Pa. H.S.
students arrested
for bullying

Officials want
answers in Wash,
prison guard death

Napolitano
highlights US
border safety

Oregon rancher
killed by cow at
cattle auction

NEW YORK (AP)-Mayor
Michael Bloomberg said undercover investigators working for
New York City were illegally
allowed to buy semiautomatic
pistols at an Arizona gun show.

DETROIT-The manager of
a Detroit sports bar said a man
arrested near a mosque with
fireworks in his car promised a
big explosion in the area.

UPPER DARBY. Pa (AP)
- Police in a Philadelphia suburb
said they have arrested six teenagers and are seeking a seventh
in connection with an assault
in which a 13-year-old student
was kidnapped and hung from a
fence post, but not seriously hurt.

SEATTLE - State officials
and others are searching for
answers after a corrections
officer was found strangled
with a microphone cord in the
prison chapel.

EL PASO. Texas - Homeland
Security Secretary Janet
Napolitano (neh-pahl-ih-TAN oh) says U.S. communities on
the border with Mexico are safer
than most Americans believe

EUGENE, Ore (AP) - An
Oregon rancher has died after
some loose cows at a cattle auction threw him m the air and sent
him tumbling head-first onto the
pavement of a parking lot.

Gov. Chris Gregoire said
she has asked Department of
Corrections Secretary Eldon
Vail to review the death and
look at safeguards in place
While the department routinely
conducts internal reviews. Vail
tells the Seattle Times he is
considering asking an external
agency to investigate

Napolitano on Monday also
warned Mexican drug cartels to
keep violence on their side of
the border

The owner of the weekly livestock auction. Bruce Anderson,
said three cows got loose as they
were being loaded into a truck
Saturday in Eugene. He called it
a "horrible, horrible accident."

Bloomberg said that the sale
not long after the mass shooting
in Tucson exposes a "dangerous
gap" in federal gun laws
Bloomberg says investigators
told two sellers they could probably not pass a background check
for two semi-automatic pistols.
He says that revelation should
have prevented the sale
The investigators visited
Phoenix on Jan 23. That was a
couple of weeks after the rampage in Tucson killed six people
and wounded IS. including Rep.
Gabrielle Giffords.
Bloomberg has made gun
control advocacy a hallmark of
his tenure He argues that too
many illegal guns end up on city
streets.

Joe Nahhas of J.S Fields told
The Associated Press on Monday
that the man told him the explosion would be "here, there, the
mosque" during a conversation at
the bar Jan.24.
Nahhas said he called 911 after
speaking with the man m the bar.
and police say a tip preceded
Stockham's arrest.

Upper Darby Township
Police Superintendent Michael
Chitwood said Monday's arrests
at Upper Darby High School are
related to an assault that happened Jan. 11 in an apartment
complex courtyard

Sixty-three-year-old Roger
Stockham was arrested that evening near the Islamic Center of
America in Dearborn. Police said
he was wearing a ski mask and
had powerful class-C fireworks in
his car that are illegal in Michigan.

Chitwood said the suspects,
ages 13 to 17. kidnapped the victim on his way home from school,
dragged him through the snow,
stuffed him in a tree and hung
him by his jacket from a 7-foothigh fence post.
Chitwood said the student
did not suffer serious physical
injuries. Police have not yet
determined a motive

-JeffKaroub(AP)

Union officials said the officer.
34-year-old Jayme Biendl. had
raised concerns about being the
only guard in the chapel She was
found dead Saturday night, an
hour after inmate Byron Scherf
was found in the chapel lobby.
The 52-year-old Scherf had been
reported missing minutes earlier
during a routine count. Police
said hes the primary suspect in
the woman's death.

She says those who don't,
"will be met with an overwhelming response"
Napolitano was at the
University of Texas at El Paso,
across the Rio Grande from
Ciudad Juarez. Mexico
She said that U S apprehensions of illegal immigrants fell
30 percent in the last two years,
while deportations exceeded
779.000.

Anderson said the rancher,
who was in his 70s. probably
came over to help with the loose
cows when one of the animals
tossed him He died Sunday at a
Springfield hospital.

Napolitano was scheduled
to be in Dallas later Monday
to discuss security for Super
Bowl week.
-W.IIWeissert(AP)

-PhuongLe(AP)

Government recommends
decreased salt consumption
By Mary Clare Jalonkk
The Associated Press

WASI11NGTON—You should
eat less sail, the government
said. A lot less.
It won't be easy. Consumers
will need help from food companies if they are going to
meet the government's ambitious new goals, announced
Monday, forhalfof Americans
to reduce the amount of salt
they eat by more than half.
Most salt intake doesn't come
from the shaker on the table;
it's hidden in foods such as
breads, chicken and pasta.
Many of the rest of us need
to cut back on sodium, too,
the government said. And we
still need to just plain eat less,
especially fats.
The new dietary guidelines,
issued every five years by the
Agriculture and Health and
Human Services departments, are telling people
who are 51 and older, AfricanAmerican or suffering from
high blood pressure, diabetes
or chronic kidney disease to
cut the amount of sodium
they eat daily to little more
than half a teaspoon.
That group includes about
half of the population and
those who are most at risk
of having higher blood pressure due to the amount of
salt they eat.
For everyone else, the
government continues to
recommend about a teaspoon a day — 2,300 milligrams — or about one-third
less than the average person
usually consumes.
A number of major food
makers have announced
plans during the past few
years to cut sodium in their
products as pressure from
health advocates, consumers
and regulators has built.
Kraft Foods Inc., ConAgra
Foods Inc., General Mills Inc.,

Heinz Co., Campbell Soup
Co. and Humble Bee Foods
"If [consumers] don't get [salt] on one
Inc. are some of the compafood they're going to get it in
nies that have committed to
lowering sodium levels. But
another food, or they will seek
it's often a multiyear process
to dial down the sodium,
out the salt shaker."
largely so consumers do not
Lou Roman I The Sail Institute
detect the changes in taste.
It's unclear if those incremental changes will be able the "food police" and are used to the taste.
Other recommendations
to cut enough to satisfy the "made up out of thin air."
new guidelines. The Food
She said salt companies in the guidelines are simiand Drug Administration has aren't worried about people's lar to previous years — limit
trans fats, reduce calorie
said it will pressure compa- reactions, however.
nies to take voluntary action
"If they don't get it on one intake from solid fats and
before it moves to regulate food they're going to get it added sugars, eat fewer
in another food, or they will refined grains and more
salt consumption.
Melissa Musicker, director seek out the salt shaker." whole grains, consume
of nutrition and health policy she said.
less than 300 mg per day of
at the Grocery Manufacturers
Some cities and states have cholesterol. The guidelines
Association, which repre- already moved to try and also recommend eating less
sents the nation's largest food ensure that doesn't happen. than 10 percent of calories
companies, said companies New York City has launched from saturated fats — full-fat
will reduce sodium as con- a campaign with the goal of cheese and fatty meats, for
sumers increasingly demand cutting salt consumption by example.
it. She said that in past years at least 20percent infiveyears.
The government proconsumers may have avoid- That's modeled on a plan in motes these guidelines
ed products labeled low in Britain that set voluntary salt to consumers by using a
sodium. Now, consumers are reduction targets for 85 cat- pyramid. It doesn't specify
egories of processed foods. At recommended amounts of
interested in them.
They are specifically pur- least 18 states and the District foods but directs people to
chasing those products and of Columbia have set portion an Agriculture Department
they are enjoying them,'1 she limits for sodium in school website that details the
said. "Companies are in the meals and snacks beyond guidelines. That replaced
business of giving consumers federal standards, according an old pyramid with more
what they are looking for."
to the National Conference of detailed specifications
after surveys showed that
Margo Woolan, director of State Legislatures.
Consumers still have some few people followed it.
nutrition policy at the Center
Agriculture Secretary Tom
for Science in the Public control. To reduce the risk of
Interest, said the heightened disease from high sodium Vilsack said his department
interest in the dangers of too intake, the guidelines said may come out with a new
icon, but that won't be for a
much sodium could help people should:
— Read nutrition labels few more months. For now,
somewhat. But she believes
the FDA will have to take closely and buy items labeled the government wants
consumers to focus on the
action for the companies to low in sodium.
— Use little or no salt when guidelines themselves.
reduce enough salt to matter.
He said the recommen"The companies are only cooking or eating.
—Eat more fresh or home- dations — coupled with
going to do it if there's a really
prepared foods and fewer efforts from industry and
strong push," she said.
The salt industry is fight- processed foods, so they other government caming back. Lori Roman, presi- know exactly what they paigns for healthful eating,
such as first lady Michelle
dent of The Salt Institute, an are eating.
association of salt produc—Ask t hat sa It not be added Obama's "Let's Move" initiative — should bring
ers including Morton and to foods at restaurants.
Cargill, said the guidelines
— Gradually reduce sodi- about some change in the
make the government into um intake over time to get country's diet.
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343 S. Main $725
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Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

419-352-5620

www.newloverentals.com

Lesbian students
join royalty court
Couple met with cheers from fellow students
By Chri. Williams

rounded by friends after the
rally.
Sarah's mother. Shannon
(.1IAMP1JN, Minn. — Two lesbian high school students who Iindstrom, camera in hand,
fought for the right to walk joined the other mothers of
together as part of a royalty children in the royalty court
court made their entrances after the rally.
Monday to the cheers of hun"They had a lot of courdreds of classmates.
age." she said Shelton and her
Sarah Lindsttom and daughter. "Look how far we've
Desiree Shelton wore match- come."
Students voted onto the roying black suits with pink
ties and held hands as they alty court traditionally enter
entered the Snow Days Pep the assembly in boy-girl pairs.
Fest at Champlin Park High After Iindstrom and Shelton.
School in Minneapolis' north- both 18. were elected, school
west suburbs.
officials last week announced
The district has been stung a change in procedure: Court
by criticism of its policies members would walk in inditoward homosexuality and vidually or accompanied by a
the alleged bullying of a gay parent or favorite teacher.
student who killed himself.
School officials said they
"It felt amazing," said Shelton, merely wanted to prevent the
adding that she was too ner- two from being teased. But
vous to notice dozens rise to on Friday, two human rights
give her a standing ovation as groups sued on their behalf.
On Saturday, in federally
she walked in with Iindstrom.
"I think we were too focused on mediated talks, school officials
getting to the Stage."
relented. The two sides agreed
If there were any boos, they that members of the royalty
were drowned about by sup- court would be escorted by
porters, "I feel so much bet- anyone meaningful to them,
ter." Iindstrom said while sur- regardless of gender or age.
The Associated Press
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"Anyone who signs the [Bowling Green] lease between October and December is
entered into the drawing for free rent during the school year."
- Claire Paquette. leasing agent for Mecca, on Mecca's yearly free rent drawing [see story, pa. 1].
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PEOPLE ON I HE STREET What would you do to get free rent for a year?
"I would go

"I would wrestle a

"Ride the front seat

"Stand outside in the

sledding on a

bear."

of the dragster at

deathly frigid BG wind

cedar point'

for an hour."

cafeteria tray."
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Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

KATIE EVERHARDT.
Freshman.
Undecided

KIM SHEARER.
Freshman,
Undecided

KELSEYCOUSINO
Freshman,
Psychology

GABRIEUEHAWKINDS,
Sophomore.
Psychology

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

'Yes Man' approach proves successful in real life
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Have you seen "Yes Man"
starring Jim Carey? If not, I
won't ruin the movie for you,
but I will share with you a
wonderful way of life that
this film promotes: Stay positive and say yes every once
in a while.
I want to take you back
to last year; a dark and boring epoch of my life. As first
semester was closing out and
final's week was approaching,
I took a look at my life and
realized that I was living like
a hermit. I stayed in my room
and didn't talk to anyone. My
daily route to classes was a
carefully constructed one
that was the absolute fastest
route and required the littlest

human contact possible.
I remembered that I was a
This isn't a great way to live. "Yes Man." I accepted her offer
In fact, it resulted in serious and met five new friends that
ask "What's up?" every time
depression.
I wasn't enjoying my time they see me walking to class.
Over the course of the
at the University and I did
not develop a life outside of weekend, I found myself pickmy hometown. But then, I ing up a hitchhiker and havwatched this movie called ing a wonderful conversation
"Yes Man," in which the main and making time for people
character lives a sheltered life whom I never hung-out with
due to a failed relationship before. Not only did these
and his fear of taking chances. people appreciate my free
He goes to a seminar about schedule, but also I apprecisaying yes to everything and ated the wonders that it did
his life is changed forever.
for my self-esteem.
I decided that I was going to
Ever since then, I have taken
have a "Yes Man" weekend. I the longer ways to classes, just
needed that change in my life. so I could see some friendly
waves and greet my friends
I needed to say yes.
It started off with me pack- on campus.
ing my bags to go home,
I think it is important to
when a girl from down the create a life on campus. They
hall asked if I wanted to go say that you cannot have
to "Chicken Bowl Friday." At good grades, a good social
first, I wanted to deny her life and a good night's sleep
request and continue on while you're at college, but I
my monotonous ways, but disagree. If you organize your

time right; like looking at your
classes as a work schedule,
then your nightlife will fall in
place and you will have time
for all three.
There's always a reason
to be scared and there is
always something that could
go wrong, but what kind of
life are you living when you
dwell on the negatives? I programmed my mind to think
that every human can be a
friend, whether it is a guy on
the side of the road or the
girl who sits on the opposite side of the room. Who
knows, maybe one day they
could become one of your
best friends.
And if your "Yes Man"
lifestyle fails, then you can
always say that you gave it the
old "college try!"

Respond to Stephan at
lhenews@bgviews.com

Gentleman, lets be real here. In the Men's restroom there
are toilets and then there are urinals. Urinals are for number
one, and toilets are for number two and or both one and
two combined However, I don't appreciate how you urinate
all over the seats so that no one else can use the toilet until
it is cleaned 1 lie urinal was a great invention for men so
please tate advantage of it instead of allowing your urine to
cover the seats Stop being such a lazy, self-centered jackass
and eilhei use the urinal or lift the lid.
-ANGRY BATHROOM USER
You stupid people. I have a total of ten minutes to get to
class and you and your friends decide to stand in the middle
ol the sidewalk, stopping all tralfic; making me late for class.
If you are that desperate to tell your besties a great story
about how your roommate hung up signs all around your
house, there is plenty of room on the edge of the sidewalk.
Seriously, you slow everybody down and run the risk of getting run over - which I hope you do at that point - and I
will just laugh. So here is my message: stop standing there.
-ENRAGED SIDEWALK STROLLER
Everyday last semestei I joyously walked down the stairs to
get food in Founders, only to realize that it was once again
Taco Tuesday. Taco Tuesday is the worst idea ever thought
up by any chef, ever. Other poor food choices include Red
Pepper bisque (left over salsa from Taco Tuesday) and
naclios (also food left over from Taco Tuesday)
This semester I was excited because the dinning personnel
in Founders claimed that Taco Tuesday would occur every
other week. However, rather than attempt to come up with
a new dish, the chefs in Founders just added another pasta
day! I will destroy you some day Taco Tuesday, someday.
-TACOS-YUCK!
Dear Stroll. Why are you so ugly? When I see you from afar,
my first thought is to assume you are a factory, producing
sneakers or electronics in a sweatshop-like environment. But
alas, your Vegas wannabe neon-esque LED lights identify
you as the Stroh Center, our future convention center. My
mother always told me not to judge a book by its cover, but
even if the Stroh center is a pretty little flower on the inside,
the outside makes me die a little inside every time I see it.
It seemingly rockets to the cement in an attempt to kill itself.
I assume it doesn't want to look at the Stroh anymore either.
-STROH NO MO

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

Recent US health care acts contain flaws
Acts negatively affect illegal immigrants, will eventually hurt average taxpayer with high costs
By Bo Wang
Tha Daily Targum
(Rutgara University)
College News Network

When our lawmakers passed
the Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act last
March, they made sure to
include stipulations that prevented illegal immigrants
from benefiting from this
new health law. Thus, while
32 million more Americans
will be covered by health
insurance by 2014, the sanspapiers will neither be able to
buy insurance nor be eligible
for Medicare and Medicaid.
For the sake of this column, let's look beyond the
philosophical debate about
whether these individuals
are entitled to access basic
health services and instead,
focus on the economics and
logistics of this issue. When
we do that, we will see that
the sufferers of this denial
of coverage are not simply
the undocumented, but all
users of our nation's health
care system. In fact, denying health insurance to illegal immigrants contributes
significantly to rising healthcare expenditures and suboptimal health outcomes.
Many a politician has jokingly pointed out that anyone
can get free health care in this
country by simply showing
up at the emergency department. While this freeloading
route to non-urgent health

services may seem tempting to many poor Americans
— emergency rooms cannot
turn patients away because
of financial reasons — for
undocumented, uninsurable
immigrants, it is often their
only option.
Indeed, a recent study in the
policy journal Health Affairs
showed that, while emergency departments managed
only 19 percent of initial and
acute care visits for privately
insured patients, it managed
more than 60 percent of this
care for the uninsured. And
while data focused solely on
health care access by undocumented immigrants is not
available, I would venture
to guess that the proportion
of care handled in the ER
is even higher among this
subpopulation of individuals because of their lower
economic status and widespread fear of being turned
over to authorities and possibly deported if they sought
help from other locations.
Both the monetary and
clinical pitfalls took on a
personal dimension for me
last year when I led a multidisciplinary health outreach initiative at Elijah's
Promise Soup Kitchen in
New Brunswick. There, I met
a Hispanic man in his mid405 — let's call him Carlos
— whose blood sugar level
we tested to be 474 mg/dL,
more than twice the normal

random blood sugar level.
When I informed Carlos
that his blood sugar level was
extremely high — possibly
indicative of diabetes — and
inquired whether he was seeing a primary care physician
about this condition, he quietly informed me that he was
anundocumentedimmigrant
and therefore, could not get
access to health insurance or
regular checkups.
If there was ever an emergency room visit waiting to
happen, this was it. Simply
put, if Carlos did not quickly
get properly diagnosed and
treated with anti-diabetic
medications, his blood sugar
level would likely rise above
a critical threshold in the
foreseeable future, resulting
in him getting rushed in a
comatose state into the nearest emergency room, where
a team of clinicians would
be waiting at the ready to
inject him with fluids, stick
him with insulin and do all
that is necessary to provide
him with a good healthy
dose of late-stage, reactive
American medicine.
How much would this hospital episode of acute diabetic
complication cost taxpayers?
About $20,000 on average.
And for all the politicization of rising drug costs and
"unreasonably high" reimbursements to physicians, it
should be noted the annual
tab for hospital care in this

country is as much as drug
and physician costs combined — almost $800 billion
in 2009 alone.
This monetary cost is to
say nothing of an equally
important consequence
— the enormous physical
toll and long-term complications that this health
emergency would have on
this man, assuming he
even survives. Wouldn't
it be more humane and
less financially burdensome if he was provided
health insurance coverage under Medicaid?
Luckily for Carios, we were
able to enroll him with The
Promise Clinic, the nearby
free health clime affiliated
with Robert Wood Johnson
Medical School. However,
countless others slip through
the cracks. And since the
capacity and resources of
these safety net providers is
severely constrained, individuals like Carlos frequently
have to wait weeks to months
before being able to see a
health care provider.
The ERs themselves have
increasingly become pushed
to their limits as well. And
while people may think of
heart attacks, motor vehicle
accidents and drug overdoses as some of the main
reasons that people go to
the emergency room, just
as common are reasons of
relatively less urgency.

■ E-mail us at thenewsC»bgriews.com.
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Information Center.
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Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page
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Mayor: NY probe
in Ariz, exposed
illegal gun sales

Manager: Mosque
bomb plot suspect
vowed blast

NEW YORK (AP)-Mayor
Michael Bloomberg said undercover investigators working for
New York City were illegally
allowed to buy semi-automatic
pistols at an Arizona gun show.

DETROIT-The manager of
a Detroit sports bar said a man
arrested near a mosque with
fireworks in his car promised a
big explosion in the area.

Bloomberg said that the sale
not long alter the mass shooting
in Tucson exposes a "dangerous
gap" in federal gun laws.
Bloomberg says investigators
told two sellers they could probably not pass a background check
for two semi-automatic pistols
He says that revelation should
have prevented the sale
The investigators visited
Phoenix on Jan. 23. That was a
couple of weeks after the rampage in Tucson killed six people
and wounded 15, including Rep.
Gabrielle Giffords.
Bloomberg has made gun
control advocacy a hallmark of
hrs tenure He argues that too
many illegal guns end up on city
streets

Police: 6 Pa. H.S.

students arrested
for bullying
UPPER DARBY. Pa (AP)
- Police in a Philadelphia suburb
said they have arrested six teenagers and are seeking a seventh
in connection with an assault
in which a 13-year-old student
was kidnapped and hung from a
fence post, but not seriously hurt

Joe Nahhas of J.S Fields told
The Associated Press on Monday
that the man told him the explosion would be "here, there, the
mosque" during a conversation at
the bar Jan. 24.
Nahhas said he called 911 after
speaking with the man in the bar.
and police say a tip preceded
Stockham's arrest.

Upper Darby Township
Police Superintendent Michael
Chitwood said Monday's arrests
at Upper Darby High School are
related to an assault that happened Jan. II in an apartment
complex courtyard.

Sixty-lhree-year-old Roger
Strxkham was arrested that evening near the Islamic Center of
America in Dearborn. Police said
he was wearing a ski mask and
had powerful class-C fireworks in
his car that are illegal in Michigan.

Chitwood said the suspects,
ages 15 to 17. kidnapped the victim on his way home from school,
dragged him through the snow,
stuffed him in a tree and hung
him by his jacket from a 7-foothigh fence post
Chitwood said the student
did not suffer serious physical
injuries. Police have not yet
determined a motive

-JeffKaroub(AP)
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Officials want
answers in Wash,
prison guard death

Napolitano
highlights US
border safety

Oregon rancher
killed by cow at
cattle auction

SEATTLE - State officials
and others are searching for
answers after a corrections
officer was found strangled
with a microphone cord in the
prison chapel.

EL PASO, Texas - Homeland
Security Secretary Janet
Napolitano (neh-pahl-ih-TAN'oh) says U.S. communities on
the border with Mexico are safer
than most Americans believe

EUGENE, Ore. (AP)-An
Oregon rancher has died after

Gov. Chns Gregoire said
she has asked Department of
Corrections Secretary Eldon
Vail to review the death and
look at safeguards in place.
While the department routinely
conducts internal reviews. Vail
tells the Seattle Times he is
considering asking an external
agency to investigate

Napolitano on Monday also
warned Mexican drug cartels to
keep violence on their side of
the border.

The owner of the weekly livestock auction. Bruce Anderson,
said three cows got loose as they
were being loaded into a truck
Saturday in Eugene. He called it
a "horrible, hornble accident."

Union officials said the officer.
54-year-old Jayme Biendl. had
raised concerns about being the
only guard in the chapel. She was
found dead Saturday night, an
hour after inmate Byron Scherf
was found in the chapel lobby.
The 52-year-old Scherf had been
reported missing minutes earlier
during a routine count. Police
said he's the primary suspect in
the woman's death.

some loose cows at a cattle auction thiew him in the air and sent
him tumbling head-first onto the
pavement of a parking lot.

She says those who don't,
"will be met with an overwhelming response

Anderson said the rancher,
who was in his 70s, probably
came over to help with the loose
cows when one of the animals
tossed him He died Sunday at a
Springfield hospital.

Napolitano was at the
University of Texas at El Paso,
across the Rio Grande from
Ciudad Juarez. Mexico.
She said that U.S. apprehensions of illegal immigrants fell
50 percent in the last two years,
while deportations exceeded
779.000
Napolitano was scheduled
to be in Dallas later Monday
to discuss security for Super
Bowl week.
-WillWeissertfAP)

- Phuong Le (AP)

Government recommends
decreased salt consumption
By Mary Cl.r. Jalonlck
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON—You should
eat less salt, the government
said. A lot less.
It won't be easy. Consumers
will need help from food companies if they are going to
meet the government's ambitious new goals, announced
Monday, forhalf of Americans
to reduce the amount of salt
they eat by more than half.
Most salt intake doesn't come
from the shaker on the table;
it's hidden in foods such as
breads, chicken and pasta.
Many of the rest of us need
to cut back on sodium, too,
the government said. And we
still need to just plain eat less,
especially fats.
The new dietary guidelines,
issued every five years by the
Agriculture and Health and
Human Services departments, are telling people
who are 51 and older, AfricanAmerican or suffering from
high blood pressure, diabetes
or chronic kidney disease to
cut the amount of sodium
they eat daily to little more
than half a teaspoon.
That group includes about
half of the population and
those who are most at risk
of having higher blood pressure due to the amount of
salt they eat.
For everyone else, the
government continues to
recommend about a teaspoon a day — 2,300 milligrams — or about one-third
less than the average person
usually consumes.
A number of major food
makers have announced
plans during the past few
years to cut sodium in their
products as pressure from
health advocates, consumers
and regulators has built.
Kraft Foods Inc., ConAgra
Foods Inc., General Mills Inc.,

Heinz Co., Campbell Soup
Co. and Bumble Bee Foods
If [consumers] don't get [salt] on one
Inc. are some of the compafood they're going to get it in
nies that have committed to
lowering sodium levels. But
another food, or they will seek
it's often a muitiyear process
to dial down the sodium,
out the salt shaker."
largely so consumers do not
Lori Roman I The Sail Institute
detect the changes in taste.
It's unclear if those incremental changes will be able the "food police" and are used to the taste.
to cut enough to satisfy the "made up out of thin air."
Other recommendations
new guidelines. The Food
She said salt companies in the guidelines are simiand Drug Administration has aren't worried about people's lar to previous years — limit
said it will pressure compa- reactions, however.
trans fats, reduce calorie
nies to take voluntary action
"If they don't get it on one intake from solid fats and
before it moves to regulate food they're going to get it added sugars, eat fewer
salt consumption.
in another food, or they will refined grains and more
Melissa Musicker, director seek out the salt shaker," whole grains, consume
of nutrition and health policy she said.
less than 300 mg per day of
at the Grocery Manufacturers
Some cities and states have cholesterol. The guidelines
Association, which repre- already moved to try and also recommend eating less
sents the nation's largest food ensure that doesn't happen. than 10 percent of calories
companies, said companies New York City has launched from saturated fats — full-fat
will reduce sodium as con- a campaign with the goal of cheese and fatty meats, for
sumers increasingly demand cutting salt consumption by example.
it. She said that in past years at least 20percent in fiveyears.
The government proconsumers may have avoid- That's modeled on a plan in motes these guidelines
ed products labeled low in Britain that set voluntary salt to consumers by using a
sodium. Now, consumers are reduction targets for 85 cat- pyramid. It doesn't specify
interested in them,
egories of processed foods. At recommended amounts of
"They are specifically pur- least 18 states and the District foods but directs people to
chasing those products and of Columbia have set portion an Agriculture Department
they are enjoying them," she limits for sodium in school website that details the
said. "Companies are in the meals and snacks beyond guidelines. That replaced
business of giving consumers federal standards, according an old pyramid with more
what they are looking for."
to the National Conference of detailed specifications
after surveys showed that
Margo Wootan, director of State Legislatures.
nutrition policy at the Center
Consumers still have some few people followed it.
for Science in the Public control. To reduce the risk of
Agriculture Secretary Tom
Interest, said the heightened disease from high sodium Vilsack said his department
interest in the dangers of too intake, the guidelines said may come out with a new
icon, but that won't be for a
much sodium could help people should:
— Read nutrition labels few more months. For now,
somewhat. But she believes
the FDA will have to take closely and buy items labeled the government wants
consumers to focus on the
action for the companies to low in sodium.
reduce enough salt to matter.
— Use little or no salt when guidelines themselves.
He said the recommen"The companies are only cooking or eating.
going to do it if there's a really
—Eat more fresh or home- dations — coupled with
prepared foods and fewer efforts from industry and
strong push," she said.
The salt industry is fight- processed foods, so they other government caming back. Lori Roman, presi- know exactly what they paigns for healthful eating,
such as first lady Michelle
dent of The Salt Institute, an are eating.
—Ask that salt not be added Obama's "Let's Move" iniassociation of salt productiative — should bring
ers including Morton and to foods at restaurants.
Cargill, said the guidelines
— Gradually reduce sodi- about some change in the
make the government into um intake over time to get country's diet.
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Lesbian students
join royalty court
Couple met with cheers from fellow students
ByChriiWaUms
The Associated Press

rounded by friends after the
rally.
CI1AMPIJN, Minn. —Two lesSarah's mother, Shannon
bian high school students who Lindstrom, camera in hand,
fought li ii the right to walk joined the other mothers of
together as part of a royalty children in the royalty court
court made their entrances after the rally.
Monday to the cheers of hun"They had a lot of courdreds of classmates.
age," she said Shelton and her
Sarah Lindstrom and daughter, look how far we've
Desiree Shelton wore match- come."
ing black suits with pink
Students voted onto the royties and held hands as they alty court traditionally enter
entered the Snow Days Pep the assembly in boy-giii pairs.
Fest at Champlin Park High After lindstrom and Shelton,
School in Minneapolis' north- both 18, were elected, schtxil
west suburbs.
officials last week announced
The district has been stung a change in procedure: Court
by criticism of its policies members would walk in inditoward homosexuality and vidually or accompanied by a
the alleged bullying of a gay parent or favorite teacher.
student who killed himself.
School officials said they
"It felt amazing," said Shelton, merely wanted to prevent the
adding that she was too ner- two from being teased. But
vous to notice dozens rise to on Friday, two human rights
give her a standing ovation as groups sued on their behalf.
she walked in with Lindstrom.
On Saturday, in federally
" I think we were too focused on mediated talks, school officials
getting to the stage."
relented. The two sides agreed
If there were any boos, they that members of the royalty
were drowned about by sup- court would be escorted by
porters. "I feel so much bet- anyone meaningful to them,
ter," Lindstrom said while sur- regardless of gender or age.
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Captains to lead the way
*

i

Berry, Duncan, Berti look to help lead BG baseball
team to a fourth consecutive MAC East title
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Wilh Ihe arm injury, Berry has
been out of commission from
many vital aspects of the game,
The Falcons gear up for the upcom- including hitting.
"Over ihe summer, I worked with
ing season with high hopes for the
assistant coach Spencer Schmitz on
newly named captains.
On December 23, 2010 players hilling," Berry said. "II was like ridFrank Berry, Clay Duncan, and Jon ing a bike; il jusl clicked."
Berry started his BG career as
Berti were named tri-caplains for
a shortstop and then was moved
Ihe 2011 season.
Coach Danny Schmitz referred to to first base. He then became a
pitcher and will return in 2011 as
picking captains as a learn process.
"At the end of Ihe five week fall the third basemen.
"1 jusl love hitting and as a pitcher,
session we have individual meetings with the players," Schmitz said. I never got to hit. I could care less
"The guys give us two to three selec- where I play, but I feel the most comtions, ultimately as coaches we have fortable at Ihe plate," Berry said.
Berry's expectations for the
the final say, but 99.9 percent of the
upcoming season are similar lo
time it is what the team wants."
As far as expectations are con- Schmitz's.
"We set Ihe bar high the last
cerned. Schmitz wants the captains
three seasons, so you can't lower
to continue to do what they do.
"They have good work habits, and it," Berry said. "We have a talented
are model citizens," Schmitz said. young group, and always strive for a
"Not to mention they are highly regional bid."
The other senior captain is
regarded on the team, and perform
first baseman Clay Duncan.
well on and off the field."
Schmitz described the cap- According lo Ryan Gasser, Athletic
tains as being an extension of the Communications graduate assistant, Duncan filled the spot as the
coaching staff.
Frank Berry is a fifth year senior Falcon's full-time first baseman
returning to the team this year after late in the 2010 season.
"I am honored to be named
recovering from an arm injury from
two seasons prior. Berry was named captain. I worked hard to be a
captain again for Ihe second con- leader," Duncan said. "Knowing
the team wants me as a captain
seculive season.
"It is a great honor, young guys is good feeling."
Individually, Duncan said he is
look up to us to lead and I just want
to show them Ihe right way to go," looking to have a very good season. As a team, Duncan wants to
Berry said.
Beny will be making a position focus on bonding and he said a
move from the mound to third base. team perspective is always to be in
Berry said Ihe position change will the running for the Mid-American
have no effect on his game.
Conference Championship. Along
"Now that 1 am on third base, I with Schmitz and Berry. Duncan
will be in on all the plays; I will be
See CAPTAINS | Page 7
hitting, fielding and playing more,"
Berrv said.
By Michel- Wytocki
Reporter
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Tennis team sweeps weekend
with a trio of 7-0 wins
By Bobby Waddle

Swim team drops final
MAC meet of regular
season to Toledo

Reportei

The tennis leant finished a busy
weekend wilh three consecutive 70 victories in non-conference dual
matches against the Cleveland Slate
Vikings, the 1UPUI Jaguars and the
Butler University Bulldogs, bringing

its record to 4-1.
While the scores read the same, the
weekend was lull ol intense, holly
contested matches that kept the suspense level high as the Falcons battled
the Vikings at the IVrryshurg Tennis
Centci before hcadinglo Indianapolis
to play Ihe Jaguars and Bulldogs
A highlight was senior captain
Christine (Ihiricosla's singles match
against Butler University's Nalali
Jaimes, bringing her 154th career
win (combined singles and doubles)
to beat Deidee Kissinger's previous
record of 153.
Falcon head coach Fenny Dean
said Chiricosta earned thai final win
through enduring a two hour. 10
minute match where she was largely Ihe underdog, falling l-f> in the
opening set and winning the next
two 7-5 and 6-4.
"She had to bailie the entire match,"
Dean said. "It highlights how her lenSNDBfAFEHl I THfRGNEWS

See TENNIS | Page 7

HIT: 1 lie BG tennis team won each of their three meets 7-0 this weekend

FACEBOOK

The Falcon swim team took on
the Rockets from rival Toledo
Friday night, less than 48 hours
from (heir last dual meet. In Ihe
final conference dual meet of
the season, Ihe Falcons fell short
One of Ihe seven second-place
to Ihe defending swimming Mid- finishes came in Ihe other relay,
American Conference champions the 400 medley, thanks to Harris,
Rockets 195-80.
Bennet, Alexis Kain and Vicky Yu.
BG (3-3, 1-3 MAC) won just
Kain and Yu both had two
two events on Ihe nighl, wilh individual second-place finishthem being one individual and es. Kain recorded both of hers in
one relay in the 16 events on Ihe the breastsiroke events, while
nighl. Ihe Falcons tallied seven Yu earned second in the 400
second-place finishes and three individual medley and the 200
third-place finishes as well.
butterfly event. The other topSophomore Alexa Harris two finish came in the 50 yard
won Ihe 100 backstroke by freestyle where Szekely comdefeating two Rocket swim- pleted the event in 24.41 secmers by less than one-half onds.
second. She also competed in
Kristina Roop (1650 freestyle),
the 200 event, bul she finished Reinink (50 freestyle), and Bennet
as the runner-up and making (100 freestyle) each earned thirdil a lighl race lo Ihe finish.
place finishes on the night.
The other victory for BG on the
The Falcons will have iheir
night was in the 200 freestyle last meet of the season against
relay event. Brittany Szekely, the Michigan State in East
Carrie Enright, Emily Bennel, Lansing on Friday. After this
and Sarah Reinink made up the meet they will start preparing
team and gained the team 11 for the MAC Championships in
points for the victory.
Athens Feb. 23-26.

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK

TWITTER

Alexa
Harris
Won the 100-meter
backstroke against
Toledo on Friday
night.

By Matt Ny«
Reporter
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Bengals fire offensive coordinator
after struggling in 4-12 season
By Jo,. Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - The Bengals
fired longtime offensive
coordinalor Boh Bralkowski
on Monday, the first change
in their coaching staff following a 4-12 season that is
still reverberating through
the franchise.
The move came two weeks
after quarterback Carson
Palmer asked to he traded
because of the franchise's
futility. The Bengals haveonly two winning records in
the last 21) years.
"I want to thank Bob for his
role in helping us win two
division championships,"
coach Marvin Lewis said.
"But alter reviewing our season in depth, we've decided
it's best for the team to make
this change at this time."
Bralkowski has been the
offensive coordinator since
2001. two years before Lewis
took over as coach. The
Bengals reached the playoffs in 2005 with a balanced
offense that featured Palmer

and a core of young receivers. Knee and elbow injuries
limited Palmer over the next
few years.
The Bengals made it back
to the playoffs in 2009 after
switching to a run-based
offense that Lewis preferred.
Theirinabilitytolhrowtheball
successfully in the playoffs
prompted yet another philosophical switch — Cincinnati
signed receiver Terrell Owens
at the start of training camp
last July to team with receiver
Chad Ochocinco.
The Bengals threw the ball
a lot more and won a lot less,
dropping 10 straight games.
Owens complained about the
coaching and said he wasn't
getting the ball thrown his
way enough. Running back
Cedric Benson said the team
made a mistake by going
away from the run-first philosophy that got it to the playoffs in 2009.
The season ended with
Lewis unsure whether he
wanted to stay — his contract was up. After two days
of discussions with owner

"I want to thank Bob for his role in helping us win
two dMdon diampionships. But after reviewing
our season in depth, we've decided its best for the
team to make this change at this time."
Marvin Lewis | Bengals coach

Mike Brown, l.ewis decided Anderson has been running
to stick around despite no backs coach for 27 years.
significant changes in how
Brown praised Bratkowski
the franchise operates.
in a statement but added
After Lewis agreed to that "the time is right for us to
return, Palmer told Brown he make a change."
wanted out. Brown said he's
Cincinnati finished in
not inclined to trade the fran- the top 10 in rushing when
chise quarterback.
it made the playoffs in 2009,
The coaching staff was but had the 26th-rankcd
intact when it directed the passing game. That led the
North in the Senior Bowl in Bengals to draft tight end
Mobile, Ala., last week. The lermaine Creshman and
South beat the North 24-10 receiver Jordan Shipley and
on Saturday.
sign Owens, looking to throw
Brown keeps assistant the ball more effectively.
coaches even when he changThe
passing
game
es head coaches. Bratkowski improved to 13th in the
was one of three offensive league last season, but the
assistants with more tenure running game fell to 27th
than Lewis: Paul Alexander as the Bengals often found
has been offensive line coach themselves throwing the
for the last 16 years, and )im ball to try to catch up.
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Reds agree to contract
with Edinson Volquez
CINCINNATI (AP) — Righthander F.dinson Volquez.
and the Cincinnati Reds
have agreed to a one-year
contract worth $1,625,000.
The deal, which avoided
salary arbitration, includes
$50,000 in performance
bonuses: $25,000 each for
24 and 28 starts.

Cincinnati offered a
multiyear deal to Volquez,
who returned from reconstructive elbow surgery
last season.
The 27-year-old returned
from elbow surgery last
August and went 4-3 with a
4.31 BRA in 12 starts, getting
better as he went along. I le

Edinson
Volquez
Agreed to a oneyear, contract with
the Reds Monday.

made $445,000.

Volquez. Was the last Reds
player in arbitration.
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SWING: Clay Duncan swings al a pitch against Central Michigan last season

"My expectations for the team are to

CAPTAINS

make it to the MAC Championship and

From Page 6

feels the team will do well.
"We are young, hut have
lots of talent," Duncan said.
"This year we might be in the
lower hall for the MAC, but
we stand a good chance."
As for the tad-captains collectively, Duncan said the
three have great chemistry.
"We have played together for awhile and are great
friends," Duncan said. "We
communicate well."
The third captain picked
for the 2011 season was junior
Jon Berti. Berti set new program records in his 2010 season, along with earning AllMAC First Team honors and
All-MAC academic honors.
Also, he was named the 2010
American Baseball Coaches
Association, Rawlings AllMideast Region First Team.
"It is an honor and a privilege to be voted in by my

to compete in the MAC tournament. Like
myself, I want to the team to get better
every day, but as a whole."
Jon Berti | BG shortstop

teammates," Berti said.
Berti is the only junior out
of the three captains for this

captains, the goal for the
team remains the same.
"My expectations for the
team are to make it to the
season.
"I have been preparing for MAC Championship and to
this the last couple of years," compete in the MAC tourBerti said. "It is even more nament," Berti said. "Like
special to know my team- myself, I want to the team
to get better every day, but
mates chose me to lead."
Berti has individual and as a whole."
team goals for this season.
According to Berti the
However, he is not putting three captains have a good
any numbers to his goals.
relationship.
"Personally, I just want
"We have different styles, but
to get better every day and it works," said Berti. "We work
lead by example in games," well together, we work well as
a team and most importantly,
Berti said.
Like his coach and fellow we back each other up."

l:M1ll..mlJJ.I
Campus Location ■—•
1432WoosterSt. "
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ANDREA FEHI

BACKHAND: The BG tennis team plays next on Friday against Michigan Stale

TENNIS
From Page 6
nis has been for four years:
always fighting |with| grit,
determination and mental
toughness."
Perseverance
proved
to be the key ingredient
for a weekend where only
Saturday's dual against the
Jaguars provided most of
the players with large wins
without losing any matches.
The match still featured a
7-7 doubles tie that freshmen Nikki Chiricosta and
Emily Reuland won with a
tiebreaker.
Friday's match against
the Vikings set the weekend's tone with several large
Falcon victories with a few
dominant set victories. Junior

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

captain Jessica Easdale and
sophomore Mary Hill each
lost their first set, but Easdale
posted a 6-1,6-2 victory after
an initial 1-6 set.
Hill's match against
Kara Sherwood proved to
be a highlight, with Hill
losing 5-7 in a close first
set before a 6-4 win in the
second set. A tiebreaker
where Hill was the first to
reach 10 points concluded
the match that lasted for
more than two hours.
"We all love to see Mary win;
she's so intense," Dean said.
" (Sherwood] is just a top notch
player; she refuses to miss."
Sunday's match against
the Bulldogs proved to be
the closest. Dean said sophomore Maddy Eccleston was
the only player to dominate
in singles with a 6-1, 6-0

score, though she fell with
doubles partnet Christine
Chiricosta to Stephanie
McLoughlin and Cahrirlle
Rubenstein in the onf)
Falcon loss of the dual
Reuland's singles match
againstthe Bulldogs Ciabriella
Bobrowski also exemplified
the intense atmosphere,
lasting three hours and 20
minutes with scores of 7-6,
4 -6 and 6-1.
Dean credits strength and
conditioning trainer Nate
kaps.il lor helping to provide
the endurance necessary to
get through the longer matches, which Dean believes to be
nerve-racking, but beneficial,
to the team.
"|T he long matches] give
toughness, keep the team
in shape to win and gets us
readv for the MAC season."

• Large three bedroom
houses
• Close to Campus

CAMPUS
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spoke at a Ian. 22 Haiti fundraiser hosted by the Caribbean
Association at the Sky Bank
From Page 3
room in the Union.
Kawine Clermont, senior
of helping someone survive.
"There was already a lot going and event planner for the
on in Haiti, and then the Caribbean Association, said
earthquake came, then the the organization raised $320
hurricane, the break out of by selling $5 tickets for dincholera and now government ner consisting of Haitian food,
corruption," he said. "This such as Accra. Patti and plancountry needs help; the peo- tains, and entertainment by
ples' goal is just to survive the Gospel Choir and with
praise and modern dancing.
through the day."
Clermont
said
the
Warner said the average
income in Haiti would be Caribbean Association felt
equivalent to one U.S. dollar obligated to continue to help
per day, and most families Haiti.
"Our association reflects
earn less.
ACT dispersed supplies on our heritage, history and
such as medicine, food, cloth- society," Clermont said. "We
ing, school supplies, tooth seek to further bring awarebrushes, tooth paste and ness of the Caribbean comshampoo in May and July of munity as a part of the broad2010 and plan on doing so er American hemisphere."
Caribbean Association colagain this summer.
Warner, campus minister laborated with ACT, along
for the last 16 years, has been with Toledo Friends of Haiti,
helping I laiti even before the to help raise money.
Clermont and her sister,
earthquake struck.
"We have a long-lasting Kerlyne, attended Toledo
relationship with Haiti long Friends of Haiti's meetings on
before the earthquake hit," he Sunday and wanted to be part
said. "We have been working of their mission.
"My sister and I liked their
with an orphanage for the
last 12 years; we have alumni organization and decided
working down in Haiti and their organization was best to
have two students interning collaborate because we knew
where our funds were going
there."
ACT helps with fundrais- and we had an abundance of
ers in the community and help from them," she said.
Rut Clermont also has
on campus to help raise
awareness and garner dona- a passion to continue to
help out Haiti because of
tions for Haiti.
her heritage.
Recently, Warner and ACT

HAITI

"I was raised in a Haitian
household and I have family
members who live there," she
said. "And even though our
country suffers a lot, we are all
about unity and strengthening our country."
Both Clermont and Warner
said many people have forgotten about Haiti,
Clermont said it will take
more than just a year for
Haiti to recover and rebuild
because many survivors are
relying on just themselves for
basic needs.
"It is easy for people here
to say they should pull themselves by their bootstraps
and do something; but what
if they don't have any boots?"
Warner said. "When 1 lived in
1 laiti, 1 remember 1 used to go
to the market and I would see
a mother take a handful of
peas and take it to her home
to feed her family, and that
was before the earthquake."
But not all students have
forgotten about Haiti.
Hochelle
Williams,
senior, and secretary of the
Caribbean Association, said
it's important for her to help
out the forgotten country.
"When the earthquake first
struck there was a huge uproar
about it on CNN, in newspapers, and talks on campus,"
Williams said. "But after people gave their $5 or $10 to relief
organizations they didn't care
about what happened to the
country or the lack of progress
that is happening."
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For Rent

Now hiring servers, exp. a plus!
Flex hours, apply in person at:
Herbie's -100 Main St, Haskins.

3 BR house w/ bonus room,
Irg LR. 2 decks. $750/mo -t utils.
Avail June, call 419-654-5716.

Play Sports' Have Fun1 Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors lor all land, adventure &
water sports Great summer!
888-844-8080. apply:
campcedar.com

3 BR house, 404 S. College.
$625/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850

For Rent
* 3/4 Bedroom 1 bath apt
recently updated, amall pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.

1. 2 & 3 BR apts by on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239.

THE HEAT
Tanning Center
525 Ridge. 419-352-3568
Ten beds, 1 booth

11-12 sy. tew houses remain,
next to campus. 419-353-0325
also sae CanyRentals.com
Also 1 & 2 BR apts. avail. 1/1/11.

NOW OPENI
3 months tor S69.00
In standard beds

Help Wanted
IBARTENDING! up to $300/day
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174.
Awesome summer job in Maine!
It you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have tun while
you work, and make lifelong
friends, then look no lurther.
Camp Mataponl a children's
summer camp, has positions
available in Land Sports
(lacrosse, soccer, basketball, softball, volleyball, field hockey).
Waterfront (sailing, canoeing,
watersknng, life guarding. WSI,
boat drivers). Ropes Course,
Tennis. H.B. Riding. Arts & Crafts,
Theater. Dance, Gymnastics,
Video. Photography, Nurses.
Maintenance. Cooking and more.
Top salaries plus room/board &
travel provided. Call us today at
561 -748-3684 or apply online at:
wvtrw.campmataponi.com.
Campus Quarters Hiring for
Carryoul & Bar Must be 21,
reliable, and outgoing!
Apply in person 1414 E. Wooster
across Irom Harshman.

* Reduced Rate in
January/February 2011 *
* Apartments Available •
* Semester Leases *
* Minutes from BGSU •
* Pet friendly corrimunity •
• Heat included*
CAIL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:
^
300 Napoleon Road 4CV
1 Row linn (> rt't'ii

3 BR house.unlurn.139 S College
S990/mo. melds, gas, dep. req.
Avail. 5/15/11. year lease.
Call 419-348-3134
3 BR. 1 1/2 bath townhouse, 3 ml
from campus, newly remodeled
$725/mo -tutH. call 419-708-9981
3BR apl. near campus/downtown
$950'mo. utils. incl, avail 08/2011.

Call 419-352-5882
3BR apt, S College, newly
remodeled, pet friendly, $775/mo.
Call 419-708-9981
5BR. 5 person house, all amenities, close to campus, $1 tOO/mo.
Avail tor 11-12sy-year lease.
Call 352-1584 or 353-8611.

Your wine, liquor, & tobacco store!

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

4 BR house. 1 st block ot Manville,
May to May lease
Call 419-352-5239

May houses - close to campus
145 8 248Troup-3BR.
201 & 1/2 S College - 5 BR.
128 & 1/2 S Summit-6 BR.
Call 419-308-0736 for lull listings

Houses S Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
,419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F.
www.BGApartments.com

NEW REDUCED RENTI
HOUSES. HOUSES, HOUSES!

Looking for quiet resident
Upstairs effic. westside BG. Ideal
for grad student No pets, nonsmoking. Will consider reduced
rent of S295/mo ♦ utils for Feb.
March. Apr 2011 w/ 15/mo lease
Call 419-352-2104.

AVAIL NOW / 300 E Merry St
1 & 2 BR apt free internet,
low as 199/mo. see CartyRentals,
all next to campus 353-0325.
Cozy & quiet 1 BR w/ fireplace.
Avail June, S425/mo + elec.
Call 419-654-5716
Houses for rent, 4-5 BR, 2 baths,
between campus & downtown,
S1500/mo, call 419-340-2500
Large 1BR, near campus,
Avail Fall 2011. S475/mo,
utils incl Call 419-352-5882
Lrg 4BR house. 149 Prospect St,
W/D hook up, cl09e to campus,
avail July 15. $1100/mo *util.
Call 419-353-1556

4BR houses w/ A/C, W/D
208 Troup - $1050/mo,
826 Second St - $850/mo.
835 Fifth St - S675/mo,
239 Manville - S850/mo,
241 Manville - $850/mo,
249 Manville ■ St050/mo
3BR houses:
227 S. College - S950/mo.
402 S College - $850/mo.
831 Fifth St.- $675/mo.
419-352-6064. 500 Lehman
www.froboserentals.com

Room lor rent. S. College.
$300/mo. newly remodeled!
Call 419-708-9981
Shamrock Studio Apts for lease
Semester leases, furnished
We provide all util, cable, WiFi.
cats allowed. Call 3540070 or
ShamrockBG com

130 Washington - 1BR & 2BR's ,
S425-S650/mo t all utlls.
Walking distance to campus &
downtown, laundry on site.
Call 419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
130-134 Liberty St- 1 S 2BR.
S425-S600 mo -gas'elec. D.W
Newly updated, great location,
available In June & Aug
www oghiflfllandmflmt Qom
Call 419-354-6036.

linn

2BR-404 1/2 S College
S675/mo + utilities, A/C, W/D incl.
Avail. Aug. Call 419-352-4850.

mm

2 BR apt. half block Irom BGSU,
S600/mo. elec & gas Incl, unfurn.
Avail. 5/5/11-5/10/12.
Call 419-601-3108.
2,3 & 4BR apts and duplexes,
Scott Hamilton. 4th S 5th St.
Avail May & August 2011
Pets welcome. Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456.
www rutterdudley.com

Visit Kreischer Sundial, Founders Food i
McDonald Dining, or The Falcon's Nest

2BR house, near campus,
S750/mo. avail 08/2011
Call 419-352-5882
2BR upper dplexpartndncl.,
avail aylst $475/mo -elec.
mmaculaelCall 419-64-5716

EXTRA, EXTRA'
READALL ABOUT IT!
First ten people
to sign a 12 month
lease receive a two
bdrmaptforaone
bdrm price!
(Only valid if signed before 2/28/11)

4i9-.'{52-f>:$35
304 N. Summit $1050
605 Clough $725

Order online January 31st - February 4th

ingS ICHOICE OF HONEV BOO O

Small Sub (Serves 10-12)

35

TO Wings

Large Sub (Serves 20-25)

71

20 Wings

14.99

Vegetable (Serves 10-12)

12.9S

40 Wings

28.99

Fruit (Serves 10-12)

{**

-, & Seven

(i

lyer Dip (Serves 20-25)

BGSU Q>
DINING0O

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620

123 University Lane $1400

'J

www.mikespartymart.com

"BG's #1 Party Store"|«

BG's #1 lottery agent tor most winners & tickets sold!

1 BR apt. 854 8lh St, S400'mo +
elec w/ $400 security dep.
No pets. Call 419-392-3354

Services Offered

834 South Main

Help Wanted

www.newloverentals.com
i.

19.99

WWW.DINEONCAMPUS.COM/BGSU

• Three bedroom houses
• Close to campus

